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many serve as well-motivated dark matter candidates, but also 
generally play an important role in early universe cosmology
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Scalars in the Early Universe

A question naturally arises:
what early dynamics can 
significantly affect the late-time 
abundance of these light scalars?
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non-minimal cosmology?  do any new phenomena emerge?
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A question naturally arises:

[in multi-component scenarios] 
mixing generated between 
scalars by the phase transition
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timescale over which the 
phase transition occurs

1

scalar abundance sensitive to two features in particular:

The implications of these two features have typically only been studied in 
isolation and in the context of a few specific models…

but what happens when we consider them simultaneously, in a 
more general parameter space, such as would arise in any general 
non-minimal cosmology?  do any new phenomena emerge?

an example: QCD axion

construct a toy model to investigate

what early dynamics can 
significantly affect the late-time 
abundance of these light scalars?
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A Toy Model

minimal requirements 
non-trivial mixing               between 
the scalar fields in the model

2

a mass-generating phase transition of 
non-zero timescale (or “width”)1

simplest model that contains these features:
two real scalar fields             with effective time-dependent potential:

allow one field to have
constant mass component

mass components
generated by 

phase transition

time-dependence of 
generated mass components
centered at time when phase
transition occurs 

parameter space of model

after phase transition have eigenstates               with masses

● numerically evolve fields in a flat FRW 
cosmology to late times (when fields virialize)

● analyze resulting abundance relative to some 
simple benchmarks (e.g., instantaneous 
phase transition, zero mixing, etc.)

the next few slides consist of only a brief sample of the resulting phenomena

[REMARK]: from now on we re-scale all times and masses        
      by     or        so that they are dimensionless

[arXiv: 1509.00470]
(published in PRD)
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oscillations when
mixing is saturated!
emanating from a 
parametric resonance
in the lighter mode
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oscillations appear
in highly saturated
mixing regime!
again from parametric 
resonance in lighter field

mass-generation timescale

distribution determined by mixing 
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Extension to Larger Ensembles
A question arises: 
how do these phenomena extend to much larger scalar ensembles?

consider scalar in the bulk of a large extra dimension, i.e.:

(constant) KK mass components generated mass components

compactification scale brane mass

● compute abundance numerically for truncated systems 
of size 

● observe asymptotic      behavior, for quantities of interest, 
and extract their KK-limit
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Extension to Larger Ensembles

size of ensemble

In other words...

● scalar KK ensembles undergoing mass-generating phase transitions are 
generally self-limiting –– abundance determined by a finite subset of modes

● size of subset that remains relevant is determined by details of the phase transition

can now calculate late-time abundances 
of full scalar KK ensembles in the presence 
of a mass-generating phase transition
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Extension to Larger Ensembles

total abundance relative to an
instantaneous phase transition

total abundance relative to
four-dimensional limit (single mode)
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Extension to Larger Ensembles

“tower fraction”: measure of 
how diversely abundance is 
distributed amongst modes 

critical mode number

self-limiting nature of KK towers under a mass-generating 
phase transition can destroy diversity of components holding
abundance, regardless of mixing that appears in mass matrix
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Summary and Conclusions
● a simple two-component model yielded a rich set of phenomena emergent from 

the interplay between the width and mixing in mass-generating phase transitions:

● large suppressions and/or enhancements
● shifts in energy density from heavier to lighter modes

simply by increasing phase transition timescale
● effective parametric resonances that cause fluctuations in 

energy density by orders of magnitude

● extending this analysis to KK scalars, we found that these models become 
inherently self-limiting ––  their total abundance is only determined by 
a small subset of components in system.

● this can result in stark differences from what is traditionally expected in
non-minimal scalar ensembles!

the cosmology of such systems may be far richer than 
previously imagined, allowing for new possibilities in 

model-building and phenomenology
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